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Madison County’s New Strategy for Success
This Success Plan is the
county’s actionable guidebook
for achieving goals leading to
service excellence. The following
pages outline this new method
of performance management

aimed at uniting the Madison
County workforce and the Board
of Supervisors on initiatives
that help the county provide an
equal balance of quality services
and value to taxpayers.

Madison County Mission
Enhance the quality of our community.

Madison County Vision
People choose Madison County for our
commitment to excellence and opportunity.
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2018 SUCCESS GOALS
It will be a successful year for Madison County if,
by December 31, 2018:
1. 80% of people who use our services rate us 9 or 10.
2. 80% of taxpayers believe they find value for their payment.
3. 75% of employees reflect being engaged.
4. 2.5% real tax growth (tax base plus sales tax).
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LETTER FROM CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

JOHN BECKER

W

e are so fortunate to call Madison
County home. Our diverse towns
and villages… the cost of living we
enjoy… our central location… access to great
recreational resources… our beautiful vistas. These are just
a few of the countless reasons so many of us have chosen
to live and work in Madison County.
On behalf of the Board of Supervisors, I am pleased to present the 2018 Success Plan.
The Plan was approved by the Board of Supervisors on October 10, 2017.
The Board endorses this Plan because it implements initiatives focused on moving us
forward in strategic areas that contribute to success for all of Madison County.
The Plan’s built-in gauge to measure the success of our work efforts will be extremely
important to public reporting, and will help hold us accountable for doing what
we say we’re going to do. With this scorecard, all of us – Board members, Madison
County personnel, and citizens will be able to see quite easily how well we are doing
in our efforts to provide high quality service and value to our community.
We turned to the community for their input to help guide creation of this Plan. You
will see how this input has come to life within this document. I urge you to take the
time to read the Plan.
Many thanks to my colleagues on the Board of Supervisors, the executive
management team, the Steering Committee, and our entire Madison County family
for their continued dedication to serving our community.
Sincerely,

John Becker
John Becker
Chairman
Board of Supervisors
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LETTER FROM COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR

MARK SCIMONE

W

e are pleased to share with
you Madison County’s first
ever Success Plan.

This is an actionable – and measurable – strategic plan
that will guide the work of Madison County’s many
departments over the course of Fiscal Year 2018. This
document will serve as our road map for the year, and
represents a new way of doing business at Madison County.
We have been developing this Success Plan for the better part of a year. It reflects
the collaborative work of Madison County leadership, the Board of Supervisors,
and members of our community who volunteered to lend their voices and ideas.
Members of our workforce and citizens participated in focus group sessions to
discuss current perceptions about our work and services, and we conducted a
community-wide survey to capture broader input.
Ultimately, our focus is to ensure a sustainable Madison County where citizens can
turn for high quality services, where taxpayers can expect outstanding value, and
where we are able to fulfill our mission to enhance the quality of our community.
When we as a County define what success looks like, and all of our departments
and team members align to deliver it, our community succeeds and our taxpayers
succeed.
Sincerely,

Mark Scimone
Madison County Administrator
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Madison County Board of Supervisors
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Darrin Ball
Town of Lincoln
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Town of SmithfieldDavie
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The Success Plan captures the collaborative
efforts and ideas of County leaders and
community representatives about creating a
high performance environment for those who
choose to live and work in Madison County.

John Pinard
Town of Lenox

John Reinhardt
City of Oneida
Wards 1, 2 & 3

John Salka
Town of Brookfield

Eve Ann Shwartz
Town of Hamilton

Alexander Stepanski
Town of Stockbridge

Paul Walrod
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Town of Cazenovia
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INTRODUCTION
What is a Success Plan… and Why Has Madison County
Developed One?

S

uccess planning is a unique
performance management
process that produces an actionoriented strategy to guide the entire
County workforce toward the delivery
of high quality service and value to the
community.
The Success Plan’s three key, integrated
steps answer the fundamental
questions…What, How, and Who.

The process begins with a clear
expression of success goals – WHAT
is envisioned to be achieved for the
year. Next is the development of a
Work Plan which guides HOW the
goals set forth will be achieved. Finally,
a performance scorecard – Madison
Metrics – is introduced to measure WHO
is contributing to the County’s success.

1
WHAT?
q

SUCCESS PLAN
2018

Madison County
New York
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SUCCESS
GOALS
Success Goals represent an
articulation of the goals desired
to be achieved this year that
will lead the County to service
excellence. The County’s
Success Goals are outlined on
page 4.

3
WHO?
2
HOW?
WORK
PLAN
To achieve each of the Success
Goals, a Work Plan comprised
of specific operating tactics is
developed. Four overarching
strategic areas of focus provide
a platform to which each tactic
is aligned. They are:
1. F
 iscal Management
2. Satisfaction with Services
3. Community Engagement
4. E
 mployee Success

PERFORMANCE
SCORECARD
Madison County’s march to
success will be measured over
the course of the year with a
performance scorecard.

This scorecard is comprised of
metrics that are significant to
the quest for service excellence
and value to taxpayers –
and which tie directly to the
four strategic areas of focus
identified as necessary for the
County to achieve its goals.
A full explanation of how the
Madison Metrics scorecard
monitors success begins on
page 32.

The County’s complete Work
Plan begins on page 20.
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COMMUNITY VOICES HELP DEFINE SUCCESS
Madison County workforce and community stakeholders
provided valuable input to help guide the creation of this
Success Plan.
Madison County leadership,
recognizing the value associated
with community input, worked with
an outside consultant to capture
impressions from citizens and
employees to help better understand
perceptions and expectations of
the community. Several outreach
platforms were used to obtain
insights and ideas from citizens
and members of Madison County’s
workforce.
Community Survey
A community survey was conducted
from February 10 – March 9, 2017.
Survey questions asked citizens to
share impressions about County

services they had recently received,
their interactions with County
personnel, timing associated
with their service request, overall
satisfaction with services, and value
of services. The survey was available
both on-line and on paper at various
locations.
Results from more than 600 survey
responses helped gauge the pulse
of the community about Madison
County services and the region in
general, and guide strategic focus for
the plan’s immediate goals and longterm vision. Survey results will also
be used as a baseline of impressions
for the County to use going forward.

COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS
Madison County Services Used By Respondents

12
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Focus Groups
Two employee focus
groups, and a focus
group of citizens, were
also conducted to gather
impressions about the
strengths and weaknesses of
Madison County government
and services delivered, as
well as a variety of topics
about the community in
general.
Steering Committee
A Steering Committee,
comprised of well-respected
Madison County employees,
elected officials, and local
representatives from the
education, non-profit, and
business sectors was formed
to provide support and input
throughout the planning
process. The group served
as a valuable sounding
board for each phase of
planning, and for each of the
plan’s three key integrated
elements: goals, work plan to
achieve them, and scorecard
to measure progress. Steering

MADISON COUNTY COMMUNITY SURVEY RESULTS

I believe Madison County government provides good value
to the community for services provided.

21%
Neutral
44%
Agree

6%
Disagree

26%
Strongly
Agree

3%
Strongly
Disagree

I am very satisfied with services provided by Madison County
government.
25%
Neutral
6%
Disagree

Committee members are identified
on page 2.

42%
Agree

Madison County
leadership,
recognizing the
value associated
with community
input…

2%
Strongly
Disagree
25%
Strongly
Agree
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

Madison County is proud to
present its FY2018 Success Plan.
This document, the first of its
kind for Madison County, is the
culmination of several months of
planning and focused attention by
Madison County leadership. This
planning process introduces an
innovative approach to achieving
specific outcomes that are most
important to the County’s mission
and the vision.

Strategic Focus

Mission

Enhance the quality of our community.

Vision

People choose Madison County for
our commitment to excellence and
opportunity.

Elements of Success

To achieve the County’s
overarching Success goals
articulated in Madison County’s
Mission and Vision statements,
this Success Plan breaks down the
steps to achieve these markers for
success into a year-long process
that articulates goals for the fiscal
year, then moves to strategies
and tactics to achieve them. A
performance scorecard is then
developed to measure work
progress.

14
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Annual Goals
Goals envisioned for a successful year
essentially complete this statement: “It will
be a successful year for Madison County
if, by the end of our fiscal year we…” With
input from the community, workforce,
and Board of Supervisors, four goals were
identified for focus by the entire Madison
County workforce.

Annual Goals

1
80% of people who use our services rate us 9 or 10.

2


80% of taxpayers believe they find
value for their payment.

3
75% of employees reflect being engaged.

4

2.5% real tax growth (tax base plus sales tax).

This planning process introduces
an innovative approach to
achieving specific outcomes
that are most important to the
County’s mission and the vision.
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Work Plan

In order to achieve the annual goals
identified, a Work Plan comprised of
specific tactics will be implemented
over the course of FY2018. Each
tactic in the Work Plan is aligned to
one of four general strategic areas of
focus, which in turn support at least
one the following strategic goals for
the year:
1. Satisfaction with Service
Supports Goals #1 and #2
This work is focused on the
delivery of outstanding customer
service.
2. F
 iscal Management
Supports Goal #4. The focus of
this work relates to the County’s
priority to be a strong financial
steward.

3. C
 ommunity Engagement
Supports Goal #2
This work centers around Madison
County’s role as a vital community
partner.
4. Employee Success
Supports Goal #3
This strategic area concentrates
on how Madison County supports
the members of its workforce.
A total of 10 tactics have been
identified, each with a project
manager and team responsible for
completing quarterly milestones
until the project is completed.
Tactics are outlined in full beginning
on page 20.

An Important Note About Public Transit Service
Community input gathered as part of
the development of this plan reflected
numerous comments expressing
interest in public transportation
service in Madison County. County
management is in agreement. In
fact, throughout 2017, members of
the management team have been
involved in the Madison County Rural
Health Council’s Mobility Management
initiative. This project is studying a
variety of public transportation options
to augment the Madison Transit System.
A report is due out later in 2017. (This
document will be produced prior to
completion of the study.)

16
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Madison Transit System has operated
at a reduced capacity since 2013 due to
changes in State and County funding
for local transit service.
Madison County’s rural landscape
presents a challenge to traditional
public transit service, which typically
operates most efficiently in densely
populated metropolitan regions.
In the coming year, the County will
take into consideration the findings
and recommendations outlined in the
Mobility Management study report,
and continue to monitor this important
issue.

Performance Scorecard

A measurement system – Madison
Metrics Performance Scorecard – was
developed to monitor the County’s
progress toward achieving its goals
quarter by quarter.
The scorecard contains metrics with
specific and measurable goals to
inform County management, the
Board of Supervisors, customers, the
workforce, and the general public
about the County’s performance. The
overall target performance score each
quarter is 100 points.
Like the tactics contained within
the Work Plan, metrics within the
scorecard align directly with one of
the four strategic areas of focus.
The scorecard will be monitored
and reported on at the close of each
quarter. Quarterly reporting enables
management to make necessary
adjustments in work focus over the
course of the year. Additionally, the
scorecard provides the community
with an up-to-date snapshot of
the County’s overall success and
performance.
For FY2018, 13 metrics will be used to
monitor organizational performance
over the course of the year.

2017
Jan.
Success Plan
Kick Off

Madison Metrics
Strategy

Satisfaction
With
Services

Performance
Goal

Goal
Score

Overall Satisfaction with
Madison County Services

80%

9

% Of Residents who Believe
Madison County Provides Value

80%

Accessibility to County
Government Services

80%

Performance Metric

Total Score

Community
Engagement

7
6

Stabilization Reserves

0%

6

Budget Variance

0%

1
1

8

5%

8

Feb.

9

25

75%

9

Leadership Development

4

8

Professional Development

20
Total Score

8
25

OVERALL TOTAL 100

The performance scorecard is
presented in its entirety beginning on
page
32.
36
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Success Plan Timeline
Apr.

6

Public/Private Partnerships (Annual)

Employee Engagement

Q4
Score

25

Shared Services (Annual)

Total Score

Employee
Success

Q3
Score

8

AA

Internet & Social Media Reach

Q2
Score

25

2.5%

Total Score

Q1
Score

8

Bond Rating

Real tax growth

Fiscal
Management

Performance Scorecard

Sep.

Success Plan Development
Draft Plan to
Community Input
• Mission, Vision, Goals
Board for
• Focus Groups
Consideration
• Community Survey • Work Plan Tactics
• Performance Scorecard Metrics

2018
Jan.
Success Plan
Implementation
Begins

Apr.
Q1
Performance
Scorecard
Results
Presented
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Strategic Goals

Madison County’s Journey To Success

Mission
WHAT
we seek
to achieve?

Enhance the quality
of our community.

Vision

People choose Madison County for our
commitment to excellence and opportunity.

Performance Metrics

Work Plan Tactics

Focus on
Satisfaction
with Services

18

HOW
we will
work to
achieve
the
goals?

Focus on
Fiscal
Management
Develop a Program to
Intersect 5-Year Capital
Plan, Annual Budget and
Legislative Approval Process

Establish A Customer
Satisfaction Survey Process

Build An Emergency Needs
Purchasing Process

Secure Grant & Earmarked
Dollars

Overall Satisfaction with
Services
WHO is
contributing
to our
success?

% Of Residents who Believe
Madison County Provides
Value
Accessibility to County
Government Services
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Real Tax Growth
Bond Rating
Stabilization Reserves
Budget Variance

Success Goals
1. 80% of people who use our services rate us 9 or 10.
2. 80% of taxpayers believe they find value for their payment.
3. 75% of employees reflect being engaged.
4. 2.5% real tax growth (tax base plus sales tax).

Focus on
Community
Engagement

Focus on
Employee
Success
Create an Employee
Performance Process That
Aligns With Performance
Scorecard Metrics

Design a Communications
Solution for the County

Establish An Employee
Engagement Survey

Create An Economic
Development Public Relations
Program

Develop A Customer
Excellence Recognition
Program
Establish Executive Leadership
and Professional Development
Programs

Shared Services

Employee Engagement

Public/Private Partnerships
Leadership Development
Social Media
Professional Development

Madison County, NY | 2018 Success Plan
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WORK PLAN | TACTICAL PROJECTS

Operating Tactics
Introduction
The Work Plan is the tactical
expression of the four
strategic areas of focus. Each
and every tactic developed
contributes in some way to
the County’s success goals
for the year.
The following pages outline
tactics, their objectives,
which members of the
County workforce are
responsible for their
oversight, and quarterly
milestones to be achieved.
A total of 10 tactics will be
implemented over the course
of the coming fiscal year.
Below is a summary of each
strategic area of focus:
1. Satisfaction with Services
2. Fiscal Management
3. Community Engagement
4. Employee Success

20
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Budget Alignment
It is important to note that
this Plan has been crafted
with a watchful eye to the
demands of both bugdet and
human capital.
Oftentimes organizations
generate strategic plans
that are comprised of
more projects than can be
afforded, measured, or that
can be completed by an all
too busy workforce. This
Success Plan contains only
tactics that Madison County
has the financial and human
resources to complete
over the course of the 2018
fiscal year, making it a truly
actionable plan.

HOW TO READ THE TACTIC WORKSHEETS
Tactic Name

WHAT,
WHY
&
WHO

Each tactic is clearly titled and coded for alignment
with one of County’s four strategic areas of focus.

Strategic Area of Focus
Description
Owner
Team

Background details to provide context about the
project and its purpose are included, along with the
name of the project manager and team members who
will work together over the year to advance the tactic.

Quarterly Milestones

Q1

This section clearly lays out the tactic’s quarterly
goals, serving as a step by step guide detailing
how the project will be completed over the
course of the year. The worksheet helps to keep
the team focused on pushing the work forward
incrementally over the course of the year.

HOW Q2
&
WHEN
Q3

Q4

Madison County, NY | 2018 Success Plan
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OPERATING TACTICS

SATISFACTION WITH SERVICES
Establish A Customer Satisfaction Survey Process
Satisfaction With Services Work Plan Tactic
Description
The County will hire a marketing research company to establish and implement an ongoing
customer satisfaction survey process to better understand the community’s perceptions and
priorities. The intent is to provide strategic insight to guide planning decisions on behalf of
the community.
Owner
Eric Faisst
Team
Kim Centore, Rosanne Lewis, and Katie Mungari

Quarterly Milestones
Identify and contract with vendor to develop and implement survey

Q1

Define survey goals
Design process; including policies/procedures, survey questions, sampling
methodology, collection, analysis, reporting and follow up
Set up campaign on survey tool(s)

Q2

Deploy survey
Collect, analyze, and report results to leadership, departments, and the Board of
Supervisors

22

Q3

Evaluate survey process performance

Q4

Develop report with findings and recommendations on the process for leadership
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OPERATING TACTICS

FISCAL MANAGEMENT
Develop A Program To Intersect 5-Year Capital Plan,
Annual Budget And Legislative Approval Process
Fiscal Management Work Plan Tactic
Description
Develop a program to intersect 5-year capital program, annual budget, and legislative process.
Owners
John Regan and Joe Wisinski
Team
Cindy Edick, Brad Newman, Mark Scimone, and Laurie Winters

Quarterly Milestones

Q1

Complete capital plan for County buildings, collect building asset condition ratings
and along with Highway Capital plan, review with HB&G Committee
Review with Full Board if necessary

Q2

Develop budgetary funding and purchasing procedures, including budget cost
centers for implementing Capital plans

Q3

Review budgetary funding and purchasing procedures with HB&G Committee and
incorporate into draft budget

Q4

Wrap up of final adjustments and complete final tasks needed for implementation in
2019

Madison County, NY | 2018 Success Plan
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Build An Emergency Needs Purchasing Process
Fiscal Management Work Plan Tactic
Description
Build a process that will secure contracts to cover emergency needs by department.
Owner
Laurie Winters
Team
John Ball, Bev Bradford, Matt Clute, Dave Reiss, and Mike Sudol

Quarterly Milestones

Q1

Create an emergency purchasing process for situations that may arise for County
buildings, roadways, epidemics, natural disasters, and terrorism. Review the progress
with the A&O Committee

Survey the departments for their emergency situations that my occur
Check on funding availability

Q2

Research ways to obtain products and services
Gather a list of Madison County emergency contacts for these situations
Review the progress with the A&O Committee
Prepare the purchasing process, NYS OGS Contracts, GSA Contracts, Cooperative
Contracts, Quotes, Bids, RFPs, and contracts

Q3

Get prevailing wage schedules, if needed
Review the progress with the A&O Committee

Q4

Review quotes, bids, RFPs. Create the contract agreements and resolutions for the
A&O Committee approval and the Board approval
Award the prevailing wage jobs, and have all in place by January 1, 2019

24
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Secure Grant & Earmarked Dollars
Fiscal Management Work Plan Tactic
Description Build a federal/state strategy to secure grant/earmarked dollars for Madison
County.
Owner
Tina Wayland-Smith
Team
Melissa Felton, Scott Ingmire, Melissa Maine, Mark Scimone, and Joe Treglia

Quarterly Milestones
Survey departments to determine who is utilizing grant funding presently

Q1
Identify employees who write grants

Educate departments on grant writing availability

Q2
Reach out to State and Federal representatives offices

Identify specific grants

Q3
Develop grant seeking/writing procedures

Q4

Prepare grant applications

Madison County, NY | 2018 Success Plan
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OPERATING TACTICS

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Design A Communications Solution For The County
Community Engagement Work Plan Tactic
Description
The County will potentially hire a full time public relations employee to establish and
implement a Public Communications Plan to encourage meaningful participation in the
governance of the County by all.
Encouraging meaningful participation requires transparency and coordinated, timely, and
accurate information provided in a way that people want to receive it. The County will
focus on public information efforts to better communicate with the community. This is in
response to the 2017 community survey and employee/community focus group input, raised
expectations for immediate information and opportunities for input consistent with advances
in technology, and a continued desire to better coordinate County government’s messages
and stories, as well as present a cohesive identity to the public. This plan serves as a road map
to help respond to these challenges.
Owner
Mark Scimone
Team
Christine Coe, Eric Faisst, Scott Flaherty, Sarah Krisch, and Paul Lutwak

Quarterly Milestones
Hire employee to lead development of and maintain Public Communications Plan

Q1

26

Define communication goals, objectives and metrics

Q2

Develop plan with recommendations on the communication strategies for leadership
review and approval

Q3

Implement plan

Q4

Monitor plan activities and provide periodic reports to leadership
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Create An Economic Development Marketing Program
Community Engagement Work Plan Tactic
Description
Owners
Kipp Hicks and Scott Ingmire
Team
Jennifer Farwell and Scott Flaherty

Quarterly Milestones

Q1

Highlight CFA grant successes via a news release and social media posts

Q2

Report to Committee of the Whole on 2017 activities and success

Q3

Economic Development Summit 2018

Q4

Small Business Spotlight and/or Community Development Spotlight
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OPERATING TACTICS

EMPLOYEE SUCCESS
Create An Employee Performance Process That Aligns
With Performance Scorecard Metrics
Employee Success Work Plan Tactic
Description
With the introduction of an organizational performance scorecard, Madison County will
be in the position to create an employee performance process that aligns department and
individual work activities with organizational goals.
Owners
Eileen Zehr and Ryan Aylward
Team
Brad Bowe, Steve Chaires, Jeff Colburn, Scott Smith, and Justin Thornton

Quarterly Milestones

Q1
Q2

Identify which employees currently have annual evaluations completed and the
competencies that departments value

Examine the metrics that departments can make available as they relate to the
competencies being evaluated

Create a draft performance evaluation tool
Develop a communication plan to be shared with Department Heads, supervisory
staff and non-supervisory staff

Q3
Evaluate the test performed in Q2

Review the procedure for the evaluative tool with union leadership (CSEA, NYSNA,
PBA and Teamsters)

Q4
Present the Employee Performance Process, with metrics, to the Government
Operations Committee and Board of Supervisors for review and guidance

28
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Establish An Employee Engagement Survey
Employee Success Work Plan Tactic
Description
Through an employee engagement survey, the County will develop a better understanding of
the County workforce’s perceptions and priorities. The intent is to provide for better-informed
planning decisions on the employee’s values/needs (what makes them tick).
Surveys will be used County-wide, for all employees in all departments to establish a “baseline”
of employee engagement. This will be a simple, short survey (recommend 9-12 questions, based
on research) and will be delivered primarily through electronic means to all employees with email
and in paper form to those who do not have an active email address. Employees will be asked
to provide their department and title (or generic title, if warranted) and name (optional). The
survey will likely be a Likert Scale (1-5) with choices of “never, something in between, or always
or” used for responses. Employees will also be asked if they would be interested in participating
in a longer employee engagement survey that goes into further depth on engagement issues.
Based on the results of the baseline survey, employees will be selected based on the response
to participation in a follow up survey and some selected based on the baseline responses (some
departments will be selected based on results from the baseline to dig a little deeper into what
is going well or what needs improvement) to do a longer, more intensive employee engagement
survey. Results of the baseline and more intensive surveys will be used to plan for employee
engagement strategies moving forward. Surveys will be given annually to all employees and
the more intensive survey to a percentage of the total workforce (10 percent) on a staggered
schedule (six months after the baseline but also done annually).
Owner
Mike Fitzgerald
Team
Kim Centore, Kelly Golley, and Bernadette White

Quarterly Milestones

Q1

Define survey goals (do we need to be more specific?)
Design process (see above), select questions and sample
Notify/promote survey

Q2
Q3

Deploy survey
Analyze results
Continue to collect baseline data
Determine more intensive survey tool, questions and sample
Notify/promote second survey

Q4

Deploy survey
Analyze results
Develop report with findings/recommendations for leadership and departments
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Develop A Customer Excellence Recognition Program
Employee Success Work Plan Tactic
Description
The team will be responsible for developing an employee recognition program for those
employees who demonstrate excellent customer service. The program will be designed in
such a way that departments can offer immediate feedback to employees via a rewards/
recognition system.
Owners
Teisha Cook and Joanne Miller
Team
Laurel Kantor, Krystyna Rotella, Leigh Silkowski, and Julie Waterman

Quarterly Milestones
Create a survey for employees to see what they would appreciate when being
recognized and/or what would be valuable in terms of rewards and recognition

Q1

Research and review recognition programs that are already happening in County
departments
Review data collected from employee surveys

Q2

Q3

Meet with personnel to discuss ideas regarding reward and recognition programs

Meet with tactic owners for Employee Success work plan to touch base around both
tactics to make sure this tactic is not in conflict with anything being developed for
the employee performance process
Think through which departments in the County this program directly relates to
vs some departments where we may need to alter/be creative depending on their
purpose
Create structure/policies/program for departments

Q4

30

Make implementation recommendations
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Establish Executive Leadership &
Professional Development Programs
Employee Success Work Plan Tactic
Description
Outstanding employee engagement is a goal for Madison County. To achieve this outcome, in
2018 we will work to identify executive management programs for current and up and coming
managers. Strong managers are able to lead strong, productive teams. Ideally, curriculum
will assess participants current leadership level and then build upon their strengths, while
helping address skill development areas. In addition, we will identify professional development
programs to assist personnel with skill development.
Owner
Mark Scimone
Team
Christine Coe

Quarterly Milestones
Research and compare features of executive management programs.

Q1

Identify individuals to participate in the program
Enroll qualified individuals in programming

Q2
Q3
Q4

Continue programming, assess success of program
Enroll qualified individuals in programming
Continue programming, assess success of program
Enroll qualified individuals in programming
Continue programming, assess success of program
Enroll qualified individuals in programming
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PERFORMANCE SCORECARD | MADISON METRICS
Introduction
This Success Plan introduces the
Madison Metrics Performance
Scorecard, a tool to measure
and monitor outputs in key areas
identified as essential to success
for the County.
An important objective of the
scorecard is to share with the
community how the County
is performing each quarter of
the year in achieving its goals
and outcomes. Another is to
increase the understanding about
contributions to organizational

performance for every member of
the workforce in ways they may not
have ordinarily considered.
The scorecard provides measures
of performance in each of Madison
County’s four key strategic areas of
focus. These strategies represent
the functional areas identified as
most significant to overall success:
1. Satisfaction With Services
2. Fiscal Management
3. Community Engagement
4. Employee Success

How The Scorecard Functions

This balanced scorecard will monitor the County’s performance in each
of the four key strategic focus areas through an index created for each
strategy.
Within each index is a series of metrics, which are weighted based on
their contribution to the County’s overall success. For example, the
Satisfaction with Service index carries 25 out of the scorecard’s 100
points. Within the index, there are 3 metrics – each with a weighted
point value. The sum of all 3 metrics within this index adds up to the 25
points.
If every metric measured in the scorecard achieved exactly the goal
established in the Success Plan, the overall score would equal 100
points.
At the end of each quarter of the year, performance results for each
metric are reported by a “metric owner,” an individual who has been
charged with metric monitoring oversight. All metrics are tabulated
and scorecard results are reported by management to the Board of
Supervisors, the workforce, and the community.
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MADISON METRICS
Satisfaction
With
Services

Performance Scorecard

This index of metrics seeks to measure the public’s overall satisfaction
with the quality of services delivered by County departments, as well as
perceptions about the value Madison County provides to taxpayers.

Weighting 25
Fiscal
Management

Madison County’s focus on being a strong financial steward is monitored with
this index of metrics.

Weighting 25
Community
Engagement

This index measures Madison County’s success with efforts to serve as a vital
and collaborative community partner.

Weighting 25
Employee
Success

Madison County seeks to attract and retain highly skilled and professional
employees. This index monitors a variety of metrics relating to employee
success.

Weighting 25

OVERALL TOTAL 100
Madison Metrics will
recognize efforts
that perform both
above and below the
target scores, and
will be shared with
the community on a
quarterly basis.
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HOW TO READ THE SCORECARD

MADISON METRICS
Strategy

Satisfaction
With
Services

Performance Metric
Overall Satisfaction with
Madison County Services

Fiscal
Management

Goal
Score

Q1
Score

Accessibility to County
Government Services

Bond Rating
Stabilization Reserves
Budget Variance

Shared Services
Public/Private
Partnerships
Internet & Social Media Reach
Total Score

Employee
Success

Employee Engagement
Leadership Development
Professional Development
Total Score

OVERALL TOTAL 100
Each metric index
rolls up to a 100
point overall score.
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Q3
Score

Q4
Score

These 3 areas of the scorecard
represent
(left to right) the quantitative
metrics
performance goal the County will strive
that most
to achieve for each metric; the total
effectively
points
that could be earned for each
Total
Score
gauge how
metric; and the actual goal points earned
well the
based upon performance each quarter.
County is
doing to
meet its
four Success
Goals for the
year.
Total Score

Community
Engagement

Q2
Score

This column

contains the
% Of Residents who Believe
Madison County Provides prioritized
Value

Real Tax Growth

This
column
represents
each key
Strategic
Areas of
Focus the
County
has
prioritized
as key to
overall
success for
the year.

Performance
Goal

Performance Scorecard

Calculating Scorecard Results
The Madison Metrics Performance
Scorecard has been developed on
a sliding point scale to recognize
efforts that perform above and
below the target scores.
Scorecard points are proportionally
allocated based on metric
performance relative to the
established target score, with the
percentage of the target points
earned for each metric equaling
the percentage of the target score

attained. For example, if a metric
achieves 75% of its performance
target, then the County will earn
75% of the points allocated to that
metric on the scorecard. If a metric
exceeds its performance target by
10%, then the County will earn the
points allocated to that metric plus
an additional 10% of the allocated
points.
The point total earned for exceeding
a performance target is capped at
30% beyond the established target
points.

PERFORMANCE INCENTIVE OPPORTUNITIES
Minimum
Performance

Goal
Performance

Maximum
Performance

High Performance
Incentive

% Performance Achieved
0%

100%

130%

% of Points Earned
Minimum
Points

Goal
Points Earned

Maximum
Points
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MADISON METRICS
Strategy

Satisfaction
With
Services

Performance
Goal

Goal
Score

Overall Satisfaction with
Madison County Services

80%

9

% Of Residents who Believe
Madison County Provides Value

80%

Accessibility to County
Government Services

80%

Performance Metric

Total Score

25

Bond Rating

AA

6

Stabilization Reserves

0%

6

Budget Variance

0%

6
25

Shared Services (Annual)

1

9

Public/Private Partnerships (Annual)

1

8

5%

8

Internet & Social Media Reach

Total Score

Employee
Success

8

7

Total Score

Community
Engagement

8

2.5%

Real tax growth

Fiscal
Management

Performance Scorecard

25

75%

9

Leadership Development

4

8

Professional Development

20

8

Employee Engagement

Total Score

25

OVERALL TOTAL 100
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Q1
Score

Q2
Score

Q3
Score

Q4
Score

METRIC DEFINITIONS & OWNERS
METRIC

DEFINITION

OWNER

Overall Satisfaction with Services

% Of surveyed residents who rate satisfaction with
services at a 9 or 10.

Eric Faisst

% Of Residents who Believe
Madison County Provides Value

% Of surveyed residents who believe the County
provides value.

Eric Faisst

Accessibility to County
Government Services

% Of surveyed residents who rate accessibility to
County services at a 9 or 10.

Eric Faisst

Real Tax Growth

The percentage of real property tax revenue
collected compared to the year prior.

Cindy Edick

Bond Rating

The County’s bond rating as reported by Moody’s.

Cindy Edick

Stabilization Reserves

The percent deviation between the County’s goal to
maintain unexpended surplus funds of not less than
5% and not more than 15% of General Fund adopted
budget appropriations, excluding interfund transfers
for fringe benefits.

Cindy Edick

Budget Variance

The percent deviation between budgeted operating
expenses and actual operating expenses.

Cindy Edick

Shared Services

The number of annual increased shared services
between the County and local municipalities.

Mark Scimone

Public/Private Partnerships

The number of new public/private partnerships
which result in enhanced service to Madison County
without reliance on taxpayer subsidies.

Scott Ingmire

Social Media

The percent increase in new followers on our
Facebook page compared to the previous quarter.

Employee Engagement

The level of engagement among County employees
as determined in an employee engagement survey.

Leadership Development

The number of department heads and managers
who complete leadership development program.

Professional Development

The number of employees who successfully
complete professional development programs.

Christine
Coe

Eileen Zehr
Mark Scimone
Eileen Zehr

Note: Because this is the County’s first performance scorecard, baseline data for several metrics has not yet
been established. Therefore, the scorecard reflects a projection of best estimates for performance goals.
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THE PATH FORWARD
This Success Plan is just the beginning of a new way of doing
business for Madison County. The scope of work outlined within
this Plan is for a one-year horizon, and will be augmented in future
Success Plans as we move toward our vision of becoming a place
people choose for our commitment to excellence and opportunity.
Continued focus on actionable, measurable work that matters most
to the residents of our towns and villages is a formula for success
that will enable Madison County to move forward, responsibly and
sustainably for years to come.
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County Office Building
138 North Court Street
Wampsville, New York 13163
Phone: 315-366-2341
Website: www.madisoncounty.ny.gov

